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HORS’ SUMMARY

he discovery more than 25
years ago of the quantum
Hall effect (1), in which the
or “transverse electrical” conce of a material is quantized,
s a total surprise to the physics
nity. This effect occurs in
metals at high magnetic
and results from the formaconducting one-dimensional
ls that develop at the edges
sample. Each of these edge
ls, in which the current moves
one direction, exhibits a quanonductance that is characterone-dimensional transport. The
of edge channels in the samirectly related to the value of
ntum Hall conductance. Moree charge carriers in these chane very resistant to scattering.

Conductance
channel with
up-spin charge
carriers

theoretically that the electroni
structure of inverted HgTe quan
tum wells exhibits the propertie
that should enable an observatio
of the quantum spin Hall insula
tor state. Our experimental obser
vations confirm this.
These experiments only be
came possible after the deve
opment of quantum wells o
sufficiently high carrier mobility
combined with the lithographi
techniques needed to pattern th
sample. The patterning is espe
cially difficult because of the ver
high volatility of Hg. Moreove
we have developed a special low
deposition temperature Si-O-N
gate insulator (7), which allow
us to control the Fermi level (th
energy level up to which a

In the previous chapters, we have seen how two-dimensional insulators can
Conductance
one-way propagating (a.k.a. chiral) edge states, channel
which
with ensures reflectionless
Quantum
down-spin
port along the edge.
states
precludes time-reversa
well The existence of chiral edge charge
carriers
metry. Indeed,Schematic
time-reversed
edgeedge
states
would
describe
of the spin-polarized
channels
in a quantum
spin Hallparticles propagating
insulator.
wards along the
edge. In Chern Insulators (two-dimensional insulators with

Anderson localization in 1D

In 1D, even a tiny disorder renders the wavefunctions localized.
Hence, disorder transforms a metal into an (Anderson) insulator.

The presence of one-way conducting edge state branches implies that the
Chapter
6
model is no longer, strictly speaking, an insulator. Because of the
bulk energ
edge itof
2Dconduct
Chern
insulator:
nothe
localization
cannot
(at low
energies) between
left and right edges. However,
conduct along the edges, but only unidirectionally.
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y

, then we have degeneracies, so the Chern number is u
Fig. 6.5 Dispersion relation of
a strip of QWZ model,
of
width Nmomentum
= 10, and sublattice p
ature is an antisymmetric
function
of
the
parameter u = 1.5. Because the strip is translation invariant along the edge, the wave
is a good quantum number, and the energy eigenvalues can be plotted (a) as a functio
ates hopping on a squareklattice.
quare
lattice?
How
does
the
bulk
spectrum
look,
fo
forming
branches
of
a
dispersion
relation.
Light
blue/dark
red
highlights
energies
of
edg
acting on the internal states. (b):
whose wavefunction has over 60% weight on unit cells with m  2/ m
N 1. These a
ies
along
x
(hopping
amplitudes
various periodic
flux
of the Nth
and N +values?
1th branch, which split off from the bulk around p/4 < k < p/4, a
Fermi level in gap
y

x

x

y

c): Upon Fourier transformation
an avoided crossing with an exponentially small gap near ky = 0. We show the marginal
=> edge electrons can’t be backscattered
amiltonians, indexed by kprobability
.
distribution of the Nth energy eigenstate, PN (mx ) = Âa2{A,B} Âmy |hmx , a|YN
y
Qi et al.
=>
(quantized
conductance)
threeedge
valuesconductor
of ky . Depending
on ky , this state
can be an edge state on the right edge (b), on
PRB 2006
edge (c), or a bulk state (d).

Chapter 8

1D edge of 2D time-reversal invariant topological insulator:
edge states conduct or localize?

They conduct.

(Fermionic) Time-Reversal Symmetry
usual symmetry:
1

U unitary such that U HU

= H.

chiral symmetry:
unitary such that H

1

=

H

(fermionic) time-reversal symmetry:
T antiunitary such that T 2 =

1, and T HT

1

= H.

1

= H.

(bosonic) time-reversal symmetry:
T antiunitary such that T 2 = +1, and T HT

… from now on, TRS means fermionic TRS.

ky

chiral symmetry:
unitary such that H

1

=

H

(fermionic)Kramers
time-reversaldegeneracy
symmetry:
in
2
T antiunitary such that T = 1, and T HT
(bosonic) time-reversal symmetry:
T antiunitary such that T 2 = +1, and T HT

the
band structure
1
= H.

1

= H.

Kramers theorem:
Take a Hamiltonian with fermionic time-reversal symmetry T .
Take an eigenstate | i of H with energy E.
Then, T | i is also an energy eigenstate with energy E, and h |T i = 0.
Consequence for band structures:
In a crystal with fermionic time-reversal symmetry, every band is twofold degenerate
at time-reversal-invariant momenta.

ĤBHZ = ŝ0 ⌦ [(u + cos kx + cos ky )ˆz + sin kx ˆx ] + ŝz ⌦ sin ky ˆy + ŝx

y:
that U HU

1

= H.

o have an example,
use theedge-state
construction above
to build
a toy model – calle
BHZwe
model:
Kramers
pairs,
HZ model
– foragainst
a time-reversal
invariant topological insulator
starting from th
y:
robust
time-reversal-invariant
perturbation
1
that
H
= Chapt.
H
WZ model of
6. We follow the construction through using the bu
momentum-space
Hamilonian,
and obtain
example:
Bernevig-Hughes-Zhang
model
me-reversal symmetry:

such that T 2 =

1, and T HT

1

= H.

ĤBHZ (k) = ŝ0 ⌦ [(u + cos kx + cos ky )ŝz + sin ky ŝy )] + ŝz ⌦ sin kx ŝx + ŝx ⌦ Ĉ,
(8.3
ĤBHZ = ŝ0 ⌦ [(u + cos kx + cos ky )ˆz + sin kx ˆx ] + ŝz ⌦ sin ky ˆy + ŝx ⌦ Ĉ.
120
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here Ĉ is a Hermitian coupling operator acting on the internal degree of freedom
or Ĉ = 0, the Hamiltonian ĤBHZ reduces to the 4-band toy model for HgTe, intr
7. ELŐADÁS
uced by Bernevig, Hughes and Zhang [5].

zető, ⌫d adott, T > 0 adott.

wovan
Time-Reversal
Symmetries if there is no coupling
n
a vezetési sávban?

an a vegyértéksávban?
Fig. 8.1 Stripe dispersion relations of the BHZ model, with sublattice potential parameter u =

there is 1.2.
no Right/left
coupling
the BHZ
model
hascells)
two diffe
edgebetween
states (more the
than copies,
60% weightĈon=the0,last/first
two columns
of unit
marked in dark
red/light blue. (a):
=ˆ20. =
(b):ŝSymmetric
= 0.3sx diagon
nt time-reversal
symmetries,
Tˆuncoupled
= iŝy Klayers,
andĈ T
to itsĈblock
x K, duecoupling
gaps the edge states out. (c): Antisymmetric coupling Ĉ =
0.3sy cannot open a gap in the edge
†
ructure
reflecting
a
unitary
symmetry,
ŝ
Ĥ
ŝ
=
Ĥ
.
In
this
situation,
the
typ
3
z
BHZ
BHZ
spetrum.
z
sűrűsége ([⌫d ] = 1/m )
3 which of these symmetries is robu
fatpredictions
we can sűrűsége
make will
on
betöltő elektronok
([ndepend
]
=
1/m
)
d

Number parity of edge-state Kramers pairs
is a topological invariant
ates in 2-dimensional time-reversal invariant insulators

… from now on, topological insulator refers to
2D topological insulator with fermionic time-reversal symmetry

nst disorder
Absence of backscattering

clean
region
scattering
region

Full transmission through scattering region => absence of localization

András P
1

Department of Physics, Budapest kUniversity
x
(Dated: Octobe

Time-reversal invariant momenta (1)

I.

Take a 2D square crystal lattice.
Its Brillouin zone is sketched here.
Adalékolt félvezető,
T > 0. momenta?
Where are the time-reversal
invariant
Mennyi elektron van a vezetési sávban?
Mennyi lyuk van a vegyértéksávban?

A

k

y
TOPSZIG
7
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kx

ky

7. ELŐA
Jelölések:
B
C
D
⌫d : donornı́vók sűrűsége ([⌫d ] = 1/m3 )
nd : donornı́vókat
betöltő elektronok
Adalékolt félvezető,
T > 0. sűrűsége ([nd ] = 1/m3 )

Feltevés:
donornı́vók
elhagyható,
Mennyi
elektronspin-degenerációja
van a vezetési sávban?
mert két elektron egy donoron nem szeret lenni (Coulomb-taszı́tá
Mennyi lyuk van a vegyértéksávban?

Tény: A vezetési elektronok és a donornı́vókon lévő elektronok
vagy a Jelölések:
vegyértéksávból származnak, vagy a donoratomoktól szár
⌫d : donornı́vók sűrűsége ([⌫d ] = 1/m3 )
nd : donornı́vókat betöltő elektronok sűrűsége ([nd ] = 1/m
n + nd = p + ⌫ d

Time-reversal invariant momenta (2)
I.

ky

TOPSZIG 7
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Adalékolt
félvezető,
T > 0.
Take a 2D triangular
crystal
lattice.
elektron here.
van a vezetési sávban?
Its Brillouin zone isMennyi
sketched
Where are the time-reversal
invariant
momenta?
Mennyi lyuk van
a vegyértéksávban?

A

kx

ky

Jelölések:
7. ELŐA
⌫d : donornı́vók sűrűsége ([⌫d ] = 1/m3 )
3
nd : donornı́vókat
betöltő
elektronok
sűrűsége
([n
]
=
1/m
)
d
Adalékolt félvezető, T > 0.

B donornı́vók spin-degenerációja
C
D
Feltevés:
elhagyható,
Mennyi elektron van a vezetési sávban?
mert két elektron egy donoron nem szeret lenni (Coulomb-taszı́tás)
Mennyi lyuk van a vegyértéksávban?
Tény: A vezetési elektronok és a donornı́vókon lévő elektronok
vagy a vegyértéksávból
származnak, vagy a donoratomoktól szárma
Jelölések:
⌫d : donornı́vók sűrűsége ([⌫d ] = 1/m3 )
nd : donornı́vókat betöltő elektronok sűrűsége ([nd ] = 1/m
n + nd = p + ⌫ d
Feltevés: donornı́vók spin-degenerációja elhagyható,
mert két elektron egy donoron nem szeret lenni (Coulomb

SSH model with nearest-neighbor real-valued hopping

ĤBHZ = ŝ0 ⌦ [(u + cos kx + cos ky )ˆz + sin kx ˆ

Consider the SSH model with only nearest-neighbor hopping,
all hopping amplitudes being real.
Does it have time-reversal symmetry?
(a) Yes, it has fermionic time-reversal symmetry.
(b) Yes, it has bosonic time-reversal symmetry.
(c) Yes, both types.
(d) No.

usual symmetry:
U unitary such that U HU

1
= H. and time reversal symmetry (1)
Edge states

chiral symmetry:
unitary such that H

1

=

H

(fermionic) time-reversal symmetry:
T antiunitary such that T 2 = 1, and T HT

1

= H.

ĤBHZ = ŝ0 ⌦ [(u + cos kx + cos ky )ˆz + sin kx ˆx ] + ŝz ⌦ sin ky ˆy + ŝx ⌦ Ĉ.
Take a clean QWZ model with Chern number 1.
Consider the edge state | i with a given wave number k.
Then T | i ...
(a) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with the same energy as | i.
(b) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian which propagates on the other edge.
(c) ... is orthogonal to | i, but it is not an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.
(d) ... doesn’t exist: time reversal can’t be applied as the model has no time-reversal symmetry.
Take an edge state | i of a clean topological insulator with a given wave number k.
Then T | i ...
(a) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with the same energy as | i.
(b) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian which propagates on the other edge.

usual symmetry:
U unitary such that U HU

Edge states
and time reversal symmetry (2)
1
= H.

chiral symmetry:
unitary such that H

1

=

H

(fermionic) time-reversal symmetry:
T antiunitary such that T 2 = 1, and T HT

1

= H.

ĤBHZ = ŝ0 ⌦ [(u + cos kx + cos ky )ˆz + sin kx ˆx ] + ŝz ⌦ sin ky ˆy + ŝx ⌦ Ĉ.
Take an edge state | i of a clean topological insulator with a given wave number k.
Then T | i ...
(a) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with the same energy as | i.
(b) ... is orthogonal to | i, and is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian which propagates on the other edge.
(c) ... is orthogonal to | i, but it is not an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.
(d) ... is the same as | i, since the system has time-reversal symmetry.
7. ELŐADÁS

Adalékolt félvezető, ⌫d adott, T > 0 adott.
Mennyi elektron van a vezetési sávban?

(b) ... Two-band
is orthogonalmodel
to | i, with
and istime
an eigenstate
of symmetry
the Hamiltonian whic
reversal

(c) ... is orthogonal to | i, but it is not an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian
(d) ... is the same as | i, since the system has time-reversal symmetry.
2D two-band lattice models with fermionic time-reversal symmetry ...
(a) ... always have a band gap.
(b) ... never have a band gap.
(c) ... might have a band gap.
(d) ... do not exist.

7. ELŐADÁS

Adalékolt félvezető, ⌫d adott, T > 0 adott.
Mennyi elektron van a vezetési sávban?

Edge spectrum of a 2D topological insulator

Each figure shows the edge spectrum
of a 2D insulator.
Bulk valence bands are way below, and
bulk conduction bands are way above
these edge states.
Which edge spectrum belongs to a
2D topological insulator?

2D two-band lattice models with fermionic time-reversal symmetry ...
(a) ...

Scattering
in
a
topological
insulator
(1)
always have a band gap.

(b) ... never have a band gap.
(c) ... might have a band gap.
(d) ... do not exist.
Consider a long and wide ribbon of a 2D topological insulator,
in which each edge hosts a single edge-state Kramers pair.
Part of the ribbon is disordered and serves as a scattering region.
The whole system is time-reversal symmetric.
What is the dimension of the scattering matrix S describing the scattering region?
(a) 2 ⇥ 2
(b) 4 ⇥ 4
(c) 8 ⇥ 8
(d) 16 ⇥ 16

Scattering in a topological insulator (2)

Consider a long and wide ribbon of a 2D topological insulator,
in which each edge hosts a single edge-state Kramers pair.
Part of the ribbon is disordered and serves as a scattering region.
The whole system is time-reversal symmetric.
How many nonzero entries are there in the scattering matrix S of the scattering region?
(a) 0
(b) 2
(c) 4
(d) 8
Consider a constriction of a ribbon of a 2D topological insulator,

attering
How ofmany nonzero entries are there in the scattering matrix S of the scattering region
constricorming the
rs (a)
pairs0are
and dashed
(b) 2symeversal
alized to the
small
(c) con4
ere, is unable
e incoming
(d) 8
kscattering
en different
a constriction of a ribbon of a 2D topological insulator,
th Consider
of the
which
theinorder
of each edge hosts a single edge-state Kramers pair.
of The
the edge
constriction is disordered and serves as a scattering region.
e spatial
gap
The whole
system is time-reversal symmetric.
and right
mplies
Howzero
many zero entries are guaranteed in the scattering matrix S of the constriction?

Scattering in a topological insulator (3)

(a) 0
e has the geometry of a ribbon, and the TRS scatterer extends to both
(b) 4 of backscattering is not guaranteed. This is illustrated in
e absence
e we
three examples. In (a), the defect is formed as a wide
(c)compare
8
both edges, with a width much larger than the characteristic length
ion(d)
of 12
the edge states to the bulk region of the ribbon. Backscatterates at the same edge is forbidden due to TRS, and backscattering

